


Greatest Hits of All Time

Roger Redgate (b. 1958)
1 Quintet for Oboe and Strings * [5.59]

Michael Finnissy (b. 1946)
2 Greatest Hits of All Time [13.09]

Roger Redgate (b. 1958)
3 Éperons  [5.28]

Christopher Fox (b. 1955)
4 Oboe Quintet * [14.42]

Howard Skempton (b. 1947)
5 Garland for Oboe and String Trio *** [2.24]

Michael Finnissy (b. 1946)
6 Ceci n'est pas une forme ** [5.34]

James Clarke (b. 1957)
7 Quintet for Oboe and String Quartet * [8.15]

Total CD duration [56.15]

Christopher Redgate oboe/cor anglais
* Kreutzer Quartet: Peter Sheppard Skærved and Gordon Mackay (violins), Bridget Carey (viola),
Neil Heyde (Cello)
** Ensemble Exposé: Roger Redgate (conductor - and violin on track 6), Isabelle Carré (flute)
Andrew Sparling (clarinet) Bridget Carey (viola) Robin Michael (cello) Mark Knoop (piano and
Mahler drum)
*** Roger Redgate (violin), Bridget Carey (viola), Robin Michael (cello)
 Julian Warburton (percussion)



The Musicaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Chamber music for oboe and ensemble
Works for oboe and strings (either string trio or quartet) form a considerable part of the oboe’s
historic repertoire. Works first appeared in the 1750s and by the 1770s were very popular

1
.

According to Burgess and Haynes over 100 works survive from this period; the most famous being
the Mozart Oboe Quartet in F K370. It is not, however, until the 20

th
century that works are once

again written for this ensemble, many for the renowned British oboists Leon Goossens and Janet
Craxton. Surrounding these figures a substantial body of music for oboe and string trio or quartet
has been written, the most well known work being Britten’s Phantasy Quartet op 2.

The works for oboe and strings represented on this CD, while in many ways being part of this great
tradition, offer significantly different ways of writing for the ensemble; taking different
compositional and stylistic approaches to the music and particularly in their writing for the oboe.
These various approaches demonstrate the potential of this medium; its artistic and aesthetic
range.

Of the other three works, Finnissy’s two pieces present the oboe as a soloist with an ensemble
accompaniment and Redgate’s Éperons for oboe and one percussionist offers a different approach
to writing for the instrument in a chamber music setting.

Roger Redgate - Quintet for Oboe and Strings (2003)
In addition to the two works recorded here Roger Redgate has written several other works for
oboe; two juvenile works that are now lost, his monumental Ausgangspunkte (1981) and, as this
CD goes to press, a new work for oboe and two ensembles. The Quintet was first performed by

1 These dates and statistics are all taken from The Oboe by Burgess and Haynes. Yale University Press, New Haven

and London. 2004. The interested reader may wish to consult this excellent work for a more detailed discussion of

this early repertoire.



Christopher Redgate and the Kreutzer Quartet at a BMIC Cutting Edge Series concert. After the first
performance the work was revised, the revised version then being performed at the Huddersfield
Festival with Ensemble Exposé. In Redgate’s earlier works for oboe he has explored the extreme
technical boundaries available to the instrument (see Ausgangspunkte (1981) - available on the
Oboe Classics label CC2015 - and Éperons (1988) [track...]) and whilst this particular work is
perhaps not as radical as Ausgangspunkte in terms of the breadth of its technical demands it
nevertheless is a considerable tour de force for the oboist. The latter part of the work in particular
pushes the performer considerably as the oboe slowly climbs to its highest C#. Redgate in his
programme note states:

I have written a number of extended works for solo instruments which examine the
relationships between notation, instrumental technique and interpretation as a means of
defining material, often inviting performers to explore the limits of what is possible on
their instruments in certain contexts. This has formed an important aspect of my
compositional research for some time. My Quintet for Oboe and Strings is a short work
which extends this principle to include the added dimension of the ensemble. Much of
what appeared in the earlier works as a kind of 'virtual polyphony' is here given further
resonance by its development and extension in an ensemble context.

Michael Finnissy – Greatest Hits of All Time
As was the case with Roger Redgate, Michael Finnissy also is no stranger to writing for the oboe
(see for example Runnin’ Wild, Dilok and Delal on Divine Art/Metier CD92050). Finnissy’s
understanding of the oboe, (routed in the history of the instrument and with an understanding its
non-western cousins) substantially re-invents or re-imagines the instrument. From Finnissy’s first
works for the oboe, his rich understanding of the instrument, supported by a profound musical
instinct for its textures and timbres has enabled him not only to embrace and explore the latest
technical developments but more significantly to develop a very unique and beautiful approach to
writing. In Greatest Hits of All Time Finnissy creates an elaborate melodic line, rich in nuances,
which utilises many quartertones and the extended range of the instrument. He writes of the work:

The music consists of four independently evolving layers. Three of these are solo: the
oboe (playing material derived from Korean traditional music), the piano (playing
material derived from Beethoven's late piano sonatas), and the percussion (hammer



blows like those in Mahler's sixth symphony). The remaining layer, for ensemble, is
related rhythmically to the incipits of Vivaldi's 'Four Seasons'. The layers are timed but
not strictly aligned. The title is taken from typical advertising campaigns in the press and
on television.

The work was first performed by Christopher Redgate and Ensemble Exposé at the Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival.

Roger Redgate - Éperons (1988)
Éperons was written in 1988 and first performed the same year by Christopher Redgate and
Elizabeth Davies at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse für Neue Musik. The title, as Redgate states in his
programme note “derives from the book Les Styles de Nietzsche, by Jacques Derrida.”

In many ways Éperons, beginning as it does with the solo oboe, continues the technical
explorations which can be found in Ausgangspunkte. Redgate writes of the work:

Like many of my compositions for solo instruments, this work reflects my interest in free
jazz. However, the music is in no way intended to be a jazz composition or to allow the
kind of freedom associated with improvisation. Rather, the performer is placed in similar
kinds of extreme situations characteristic of such idioms through an exploration of the
limits of notation and instrumental technique, retaining a tightly directed control over
the result.

This comment is very significant for the interpreter. The score is very detailed (particularly in its
rhythmic components) and technically demanding for the performers, not only as soloists but also
as an ensemble. The rigorous notation needs to be performed with great accuracy but at the same
time with an approach and the creation of a sound quality similar to a free jazz performer.

Christopher Fox – Oboe Quintet
Christopher Fox writes of his Oboe Quintet:

In 1992 I wrote a piece for clarinet and string quartet, where one of the central ideas was
the concealment of the clarinet sound within the quartet. It is rather more difficult to



conceal an oboe, so instead this piece revels in the difference between the quartet and
its woodwind guest, a difference made all the clearer because the oboe often has the
same sort of material as the strings.

Of all my music, this work flirts most openly with classical musical forms. There are
contrasting subjects, in related tonalities; there is a central slow movement; there is an
oboe cadenza, leading to a recapitulation. On the other hand, this is also the work in
which the formal devices of film have exercised their most explicit influence on my music:
montage abounds; the opening section is a slow zoom into the subject; the ending is a
series of flash-backs to earlier scenes in the piece. So perhaps I've written a musical
costume drama?

My Oboe Quintet was written in 1995 to a commission from the British Music society of
York and was premiered in York in 1996 by Melinda Maxwell and the Brindisi String
Quartet. The Quintet is about 15 minutes long and is dedicated to my parents.

Howard Skempton – Garland for Oboe and String Trio
Howard Skempton in his programme note for Garland writes:

Garland for oboe and string trio was commissioned by Camarada with funds made
available by the Foundation for Sport and the Arts. The title reflects the circularity of both
form and melodic material.

(reproduced by permission of Oxford University Press)

Finnissy - Ceci n'est pas une forme (2003)
Michael Finnissy writes of this work:

The soloist (oboe) plays an ornate line (including quarter-tones) that is variously
accompanied by the piano (smoothly linear) and pizzicato strings (a kind of mildly
disruptive punctuation). The piece refers to both Magritte (Ceci n'est pas une pipe) and
Marcel Broodthaers (Ceci n'est pas un objet d'art). Music moves through time, and thus
in performance is perceived by the listener as form-ing (or constantly re-forming) rather
than static (a form).



James Clarke - Oboe Quintet (for oboe/cor anglais and string quartet) 1992
The Oboe Quintet of James Clarke was first performed by Christopher Redgate and the Arditti
String Quartet. The work offers another approach to writing for the medium – the instruments
being ‘treated very much as a single unit’. The oboe part includes not only quarter tones but also
eight tones and the virtuoso accompanied cadenza at the end of the work is improvised using
multiphonics. The 1st violin, viola and cello are each scordatura. Clarke writes of the work:

Oboe Quintet was written in 1992 and first performed the same year by the Arditti String Quartet
with Christopher Redgate at the International Darmstadt Summer Courses. The idea of writing the
work arose during conversations with Friedrich Hommel, then Director of the Darmstadt Courses,
who asked me to compose a new piece for one of the 1992 concerts. My reaction was to suggest a
work for the Arditti String Quartet, who were to be resident again that year. Mr Hommel asked me
to add one more instrument and without any hesitation I thought of choosing the oboe, doubling
cor anglais. The five instruments are treated very much as a single unit, each equally important,
until the ending, which is an oboe cadenza in continuous multiphonics over a pulsating string
chord.

My heartfelt thanks go to all of the composers for their friendship and fine music. In addition I wish to
thank the Estate of Rita Finnissy, the University of Huddersfield, Goldsmiths College and The RVW Trust
for their kind financial support without which this CD would not have been possible.

Christopher Redgate
Music publishers:
Roger Redgate – United Music Publishers
Michael Finnissy & Howard Skempton – Oxford University Press
Christopher Fox – Fox Editions
James Clarke – copyright control of the composer

Christopher Redgate plays on Howarth oboes.
Recorded at Holy Trinity Church, Weston on 16 September 2002 (Fox and Clarke), 23 April 2003 (Éperons)
and 1 May 2003 (Redgate Quintet)
Other tracks recorded at The Steyning Centre, Steyning on 12 January 2006
Produced and Engineered by David Lefeber (Metier Productions)
Design: Stephen Sutton (Divine Art)

Front cover photo of Christopher Redgate © Paul Medley. Back cover photo © C. Tanner
All images and designs are copyright: all rights reserved
Original sound recording made by Christopher Redgate and issued under licence.

℗2009 Christopher Redgate ©2009 Divine Art Limited



The Musicians

Christopher Redgate (b 1956)
Since his time as a student at the Royal Academy of Music, Christopher Redgate has specialised in
the performance of contemporary oboe music. He has been described as having ‘extraordinary
exploratory technical brilliance’ (Music Web) and of being a 'tireless champion' of extended
techniques (Double Reed Magazine). This specialisation has inspired many composers to write for
him (examples include Michael Finnissy, Roger Redgate, Christopher Fox, James Clarke, Paul
Archbold, Michael Young, Fabrice Fitch, Joe Cutler and David Gorton) and as a result he has given
premiere performances of a great number of works. He is also active in commissioning and
frequently performs works by younger composers.

His performing career has taken him all over the world as a soloist, or in ensembles; he has
performed in most European countries, Scandinavia, Australia, America, Canada, Mexico and China.
He has worked with many ensembles including Exposé, Suoraan, Trio Krosta, Kreutzer Quartet,
Arditti Quartet, Firebird Ensemble, Music Projects/London, Lontano, Ensemble Modern, the
Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, Ixion, Apartment House, Topologies, London Sinfonietta and the
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra.

He has been active as a teacher both of oboe and in workshops for composers. From 1986 to 1992
he was Professor of oboe at the International New Music Course in Darmstadt. Recent teaching
events have included oboe classes at the Royal Academy of Music (oboe class and research
presentations), Royal Scottish Academy of Music, Royal Northern College of Music, Birmingham
Conservatoire, The Royal Welsh College of Music and at Kingston University.

Composition workshops (writing for oboe) have been presented at Kings College London,
Huddersfield University, Goldsmith’s College, Kingston University, and Birmingham Conservatoire
and in workshops run by the SPNM and the BMIC.

He broadcasts regularly for BBC Radio Three and has several solo CDs. Most recently: Ferneyhough
Chamber Music with Ensemble Exposé (Metier) and Roxburgh Oboe Music (Metier). Other CDs



include: Oboe+ :Berio and beyond (Oboe Classics), Lost Lands (The music of Michael Finnissy)
(Metier), and Pasculli: the Paganini of the Oboe (Oboe Classics). With the composer Paul Archbold
he has recently recorded and written research and teaching material: Multiphonics and the Oboe
which will soon be available on the PRIMO website (funded by Kingston University).

He has contributed three articles to an edition of Contemporary Music Review and is working on a
book on the interpretation of contemporary oboe music and contributing a chapter in a new book
on the music of Michael Finnissy.

His performances frequently include the use of electronics and especially of the lap top computer
and for many years now he has been including improvisation as a significant part of his recitals.
Christopher Redgate has just been awarded an AHRC Fellowship in Creative and Performing Arts at
the Royal Academy of Music, London.

Chris studied at Chethams' School of Music and the Royal Academy of Music where Richard
Morgan and Evelyn Barbirolli taught him. During his time at the Royal Academy he won a several
prizes and represented the Academy in a number of concerto performances. A number of prizes in
international competitions marked the beginning of his professional performing career.

Kreutzer Quartet
The Kreutzer Quartet has rapidly established itself as one of the most sought after string quartets in
the UK. They appear regularly at the major London venues and have made many live and studio
recordings for the BBC, and major networks all over Europe. They have taken their extremely
eclectic programmes to Italy, Germany, France, Holland, Serbia, Montenegro, Sardinia, the US,
Spain, Cyprus, Poland, and Lithuania. Recent critical and publically acclaimed performances have
been at the Warsaw Autumn Festival, de Doelen, Rotterdam, Quartet 2000, Manchester, and the
Vilnius Philharmonic Festival.

The Kreutzers have a busy recording schedule, reflecting their commitment to musical exploration.
Following the critical acclaim accorded their releases of cycles of quartets by Gerhard, Finnissy,
Birtwhistle, Tippett, and Hallgrimsson, the quartet are in the process of recording and releasing
ground-breaking recordings of quartets by Rochberg, Saxton, Weir, Casken, Schwartz and Gloria



Coates, to name but a few. They have a particularly strong association with the Metier label, and
have also recorded for Naxos, Chandos, and Carlton.

Ensemble Exposé
Ensemble Exposé is a professional ensemble dedicated to the performance of new and
experimental music. It was formed in 1984 by the composers Richard Barrett, Roger Redgate and
Michael Finnissy and has since established a reputation for its commitment to presenting the most
challenging of contemporary music. The ensemble has assembled an international membership of
virtuoso musicians and a repertoire whose power and directness is matched by its lack of
intellectual compromise. The group has given extensive concerts and broadcasts throughout
Europe and has appeared at many of the major festivals of new music in France, Germany, Holland,
Hungary, Italy, Sweden and the USA.

The ensemble records regularly for the BBC and has broadcast on Radio France, Dutch Radio,
Hessische Rundfunks, RAI (Italy) and Swedish Radio. It has been featured on BBC TV’s Omnibus and
has been a resident ensemble at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse für Neue Musik and the International
Bartok Festival and Seminar in Szombathely, Hungary. In 1995 the ensemble received a project
grant from the London Arts Board for a series of concerts featuring the music of the American
composer and improviser Anthony Braxton. In 2003 Ensemble Exposé was nominated for a Royal
Philharmonic Society Award.

The ensemble is featured on CD recordings of the music of Michael Finnissy and Fabrice Fitch and
their most recent CD of recent music by Brian Ferneyhough, all on the Metier label

Julian Warburton
At the forefront of a new generation of percussionists, Julian Warburton is much sought after as a
soloist, recitalist and ensemble player. In 2000/1 he gave a series of critically acclaimed recitals at
the Wigmore Hall, Notting Hill Tabernacle, Harewood House and Flanders Festival. In addition he
has performed the world premiere of Jody Talbot's Percussion Concerto which was written
especially for him and was later recorded by BBC Radio 3.

Abroad, he has given duo recitals (as "Percussion Duo London" ) with Colin Currie and toured as a
soloist throughout Brazil and India under the auspices of the British Council. He has also worked
with the London Sinfonietta and has recorded for Metier with both Okeanos and Topologies.
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